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By J ennifer D oss

Chicks in the City

A New Take on Chicken Farming in
Northwest Arkansas

W

ith the world headquarters of
Tyson Foods right in our backyards,
chicken farming is a familiar topic in
Northwest Arkansas. Though our area is home
to the one of the world’s largest processors
and marketers of chicken, it’s a new trend in
chicken farming that has people talking.
Urban chicken farming is a movement that
is quickly gaining popularity nationwide.
As more and more municipalities relax
the rules for keeping chickens in urban
and suburban environments, the number
of people who practice backyard farming
steadily continues to grow.
While raising urban chickens might
seem like a large undertaking, it is less work
than one might think. It only takes about 15
minutes a day to attend to a chicken’s needs,

Julie and Nathan Tash’s coop
Photo by Kara Isham
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and about one hour once a month to see to
greater demands. Hard work is an inevitable
part of raising any type of animal, but there
are of course a few advantages to having
chickens in your own backyard. They provide
eggs, help keep the yard free from bugs, and
are generally fun animals to have around.
“[I like] watching them run across the
yard,” says Fayetteville chicken owner
Rhonda Dillard. “They look like little, old
ladies running with their skirts hiked above
their knees.”
Dillard wasn’t alone in expressing how
entertaining raising chickens can be. From
baby chicks that fall asleep with a belly rub,
to roosters that enjoy strutting in front of
mirrors, each person had a unique story to
tell about their feathered family.

Lincoln Tash
collects eggs
from his family’s
chickens
Photo by
Kara Isham

Mark Rutledge’s
Barred Rock
hen, Sister,
keeping an eye
on her eggs
Photo by
Jennifer Doss

The Rutledge’s
coop was built
with the help
of Heartwood
Galleries owner,
Edward Hejtmanek
Photo by
Jennifer Doss

Heather
Culpepper’s
sister Banty
hens, Lenny
and Squiggy
Photo by
Jennifer
Doss

Rhonda
Dillard’s
coop
Photo
courtesy
of Rhonda
Dillard

“It’s very funny to watch them around
the yard,” says Fayetteville chicken owner
Eileen Jennings. “They run around, scratch
at a random object, call out to the other
chickens, and then those chickens will
come and check it out. They are very
curious creatures.”
Buying locally and/or organically is no
longer just for the health-conscious. People
want to know where their food is coming
from, and for some, it’s a major factor in
their buying process. “Growing up, we
did not really hear the term organic or the
phrase hormone free,” says Rogers chicken
owner Nathan Tash. “I guess we were
really enjoying the good stuff but did not
know anything different.”
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This fact seems to be the most common
incentive encouraging people to create
backyard farms. “I want to know where
my food comes from,” says Springdale
chicken owner Heather Culpepper. “I grow
vegetables and herbs in the summer, and I
like that I get fresh eggs every day.”
Enjoying the warmth of a rare 70-degree
February day, another Fayetteville chicken
owner, Mark Rutledge, discussed why his
family participates in the up-and-coming
urban farming trend. While his wife Tamara
cultivated the garden, their kids played
quietly around the family’s handmade
chicken coop. “We do this for them,” says
Rutledge. “We garden and raise bees in the
summer, and we like to expose our kids
to this opportunity.” The Rutledges even
get their community involved with their
chickens by occasionally giving away eggs as
gifts. “We fill cartons with eggs, wrap them in
ribbon, and let the kids run them over to the
neighbors,” says Rutledge. “It is a nice gift
and it is fun for the kids to give stuff away.”

Words of Advice from
Local Chicken Owners
Do your research!
“If you have no experience in raising
chickens, then pick up a book at a local
farm supply store. A good book can
answer a wide variety of questions from
breed types, egg color by breed, to
checking the health of your chickens.”
– Nathan Tash
“Many great websites are available
that can help with general care
or unexpected illness. My favorite
sites include mypetchicken.com and
backyardchickens.com.”
– Rhonda Dillard

Build your
coop wisely!
“Building it with your chicken’s
protection in mind will make
things much easier.”
– Mark Rutledge

Have fun!
“Don’t take it too seriously. Think
about whether or not it will fit into
your typical lifestyle, make sure it
is something that works with your
schedule, and have fun.”
– Eileen Jennings

Up close with the Nash’s chickens
Photo by Kara Isham
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Rutledge with his
daughter Miko and
their New Hampshire
Red hen, Miki
Photo by Jennifer Doss

For some, the idea of raising chickens is a
new and exciting thought, but for others, it is
a lifestyle they know well. “When I grew up
in Kansas my family always had a lot of land,
and we raised all kinds of animals, including
chickens,” says Tash. “I have always had a
desire to get back to the farm life. Having an
urban chicken coop is a good compromise.”
Whether
raising
chickens
for
entertainment, to know your food’s origin, or
for family togetherness, it’s clear that urban
chicken farming is a trend that’s quickly
catching on. ■

Residents living within Fayetteville,
Rogers and Bentonville city limits
are allowed up to four hens
per household; however, roosters
are not allowed. While a fowl
permit is required to raise chickens
in Rogers, both Fayetteville and
Bentonville are exempt from this
rule. Presently, chickens are not
allowed within Springdale city
limits in residential zones.
To learn more about the rules
and regulations required to raise
chickens in your area, please refer
to your city’s website.
www.accessfayetteville.org
www.springdaleark.org
www.rogersarkansas.com
www.bentonvillear.com
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